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Introduction:

A Watershed is a Hydro-geological unit of area from which the rainwater drains through a single

outlet. Watershed development refers to the conservation, regeneration and judicious use of all the
natural resources, namely, soil, water and vegetation. Watershed Management on the other hand brings

about the best possible balance between natural resources on the one side and human beings on the
other. The Environmental degradation can be managed effectively through a holistic Watershed
Development on the basis of “ridge to valley” approach.

The Integrated Watershed Management Programme (IWMP), which is now renamed as the Pradhan

Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojna-Watershed Development Component (PMKSY-WDC) was launched during
2010-11 as a tool to address problems of the rain fed or degraded areas in India.

The main objective of IWMP is to restore the ecological balance by:
Harnessing, conserving and developing degraded natural resources i.e., soil, water and
vegetation.

The outcomes of the Programme are:
Prevention of soil run-off

Rain Water Harvesting and recharging Ground Water Table
Increasing the Productivity of Crops

Promoting sustainable Livelihoods and
Increasing Household incomes

The major Components under IWMP are:
I.

II.
III.

Capacity Building:

Various types of trainings and Capacity building exercises related to Works and maintenance of
accounts.

Preparation of DPR:

This includes the Details of works to be carried out during the Project Period.
Entry Point Activities:

These activities are undertaken with the aim of establishing trustworthiness of the Watershed
Development Team (WDT), rapport building with the Village Community and Community
Mobilization.
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IV.
V.

VI.

VII.

Watershed Works: These included activities for treatment of Arable Land, Non-Arable Land
and Drainage Line as well.

Production System & Micro-enterprises:

This included farm based activities to support the production system and microenterprises for
land owning households.
Livelihood Activities:

The various Livelihood activities taken up were aimed at improving the standards of living and
generation of income for the asset less people under the project.
Monitoring & Evaluation.

For Monitoring and generating data base both on space and time, provision should be made in

the project suitable agency (s) identified to carry out this task so that the mid-term corrections
can be made. The revised WSM Guidelines have note of it and given details procedure for
effective monitoring and evaluation of the watershed programmes.
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CHAPTER 1: Guiding Principles

The Integrated Watershed Management Programme is based on the following principles:

I. Equity and Gender Sensitivity: Project Implementing Agencies (PIAs) must facilitate the equity
processes such as:

a) Enhanced livelihood opportunities for the poor through investment in their assets and improvements
in productivity and income,

b) Improving access of the poor, especially women to the benefits,

c) Enhancing role of women in decision making processes and their representation in the institutional
arrangements and

d) Ensuring access to usufruct rights from the common property resources for the resource poor.
II. Decentralization: Project management would improve with decentralization, delegation and
professionalism. Establishing suitable institutional arrangements within the overall framework of the
Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs), and the operational flexibility in norms to suit varying local

conditions will enhance decentralization. Empowered committees with delegation to rationalize the

policies, continuity in administrative support and timely release of funds are the other instruments for
effective decentralization.

III. Facilitating Agencies: Social mobilization, community organization, building capacities of
communities in planning and implementation, ensuring equity arrangements, etc. need intensive
facilitation.

IV. Centrality of Community Participation: Involvement of primary stakeholders is at the Centre of
planning, budgeting, implementation, and management of watershed projects. Community organizations
may be closely associated with and accountable to Gram Sabhas in project activities.

V. Capacity Building and Technology Inputs: Considerable stress would be given on capacity building
as a crucial component for achieving the desired results. This would be a continuous process enabling
functionaries to enhance their knowledge and skills and develop the correct orientation and perspectives
thereby becoming more effective in performing their roles and responsibilities.

VI. Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning: A participatory, outcome and impact-oriented and user
focused monitoring, evaluation and learning system would be put in place to obtain feedback and
undertake improvements in planning, project design and implementation.
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VIII.

Organizational Restructuring: Establishing appropriate technical and professional support
structures at national, state, district and project levels and developing effective functional

partnerships among project authorities, implementing agencies and support organizations would
play a vital role.
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CHAPTER 2: INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AT PROJECT LEVEL

Watershed Cell cum Data Centre (WCDC):

A separate Cell, called the Watershed Cell cum Data Centre (WCDC) will be established at the district level,

which will oversee the implementation of watershed programme in each district and will have separate
independent accounts for this purpose.

The functions of WCDC will be as follows:

a) Identify potential Project Implementing Agencies (PIAs) in consultation with Zila Parishad/Zila
Panchayat/ District Council as per the empanelment process to be decided by the respective State
Governments.

b) Take up the overall responsibility of facilitating the preparation of strategic and annual action plans for
watershed development projects in respective districts.

The Watershed Cell cum Data Centre (WCDC) West Khasi Hills District has been set with the following

members in compliance to the Common Guidelines for approval of Watershed Development Plans under IWMP
as well as overall co-ordination, Supervision and monitoring of the progress of works and submission regular
reports to the Government.

Project Implementing Agency (PIA): The Project Implementing Agency (PIA) will provide necessary
technical guidance to the Village Community for preparation of development plans for the watershed

through Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) exercise, undertake community organization and training
for the village communities, supervise watershed development activities, inspect and authenticate
project accounts, encourage adoption of low cost technologies and build upon indigenous technical

knowledge, monitor and review the overall project implementation and set up institutional arrangements

for post-project operation and maintenance and further development of the assets created during the
project period.

Watershed Committee (WC): - To actively involve the local people in implementing the Project,
Watershed Committee (WC) was formed since the inception of the same. It was registered under the

Society Registration Act 7, 1990. The Watershed Committee consists of fifteen (15) members belonging
to the thirteen (7) villages and also the representatives from Self Help Groups (SHG’s), User Groups

(UG’s), small and marginal farmers and landless. The Chairman and Secretary were elected from among

the fifteen (15) members by the representatives appointed by the Village Dorbars (Traditional
Institutions), through a series of meeting and awareness programmes held at the project Area.
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Watershed Development Team: The WDT is an integral part of the PIA and will be set up by the PIA.

The WDT will guide the Watershed Committee (WC) in the formulation of the watershed action plan.
Some of the important roles and responsibilities of the WDT include the following:

a. Assist Village Communities in constitution of the Watershed Committee and their functioning.
b. Organizing and nurturing User Groups and Self-Help Groups.

c. Mobilizing women to ensure that the perspectives and interests of women are adequately
reflected in the watershed action plan.

d. Conducting the participatory base-line surveys, training and capacity building.

e. Preparing detailed resource development plans including water and soil conservation or
reclamation etc. to promote sustainable livelihoods at household level.

f. Common property resource management and equitable sharing.
g. Preparing Detailed Project Report (DPR)

h. Monitoring, checking, assessing, and undertaking physical verification and measurements of the
work done.

i. Facilitating the development of livelihood opportunities for the landless.
j. Maintaining project accounts.

k. Arranging physical, financial and social audit of the work undertaken.

l. Setting up suitable arrangements for post-project operation, maintenance and future development
of the assets created during the project period.

Village Sub-Committees: - In each of the Village that constitute the Watershed, Village SubCommittees (VSC’s) were formed so as to assist the Watershed Committee in effective planning and

implementation of the Project. They follow the similar structure as in the case of Watershed committee
having the similar representation. The Chairman and Secretary were selected from among the five (5)
members of the Sub-Committee by the Village Dorbar during its Dorbar (meeting).
Self Help Groups & User Groups:

Self Help Groups (SHG’s) are consisted from amongst landless/assetless poor, agricultural labourers,

women, shepherds, SC/ST persons are like. These groups should be homogeneous groups having

members of common identity and interest who are dependent on the watershed area for their livelihood.

A Revolving Fund shall be created for undertaking income generating activities by SHG’s. Like User
Groups (UG’s) are constituted which are homogeneous groups of persons most affected by each
work/activity and shall include those having land holdings within the watershed area.
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CHAPTER 3: UMTIANGLAM WATERSHED IWMP-III

The Umtianglam Watershed (IWMP-III) project is the one of the Project under Batch-II in West
Khasi Hills District and is located in Mawthadraishan C&RD Block. It consists of a cluster of 2 microwatersheds. The project area is drained by the Umtianglam & Umkhri Rivers and its tributaries flowing
along the South to North direction. The total area to be treated is 2000 Ha under the Integrated
Watershed Management Programme (IWMP).
The Project area is located at a distance of about 45 km from Nongstoin, the District Headquarter
of West Khasi Hills District. The Project Area is well connected and is accessible by an all-weather
black-topped road.
A total of seven (7) villages are covered under the project. These are:1. Mawlum
7. Mawkhli

2. Mawkade

3. Ramsiej

4. Myriaw

5. Nongjlak

6.Mawthohbeh

The major problems faced in the Watershed area during the pre-project period were the
mismanagement of lands, unscientific land use, frequently forest fires, indiscriminate tree felling,
uncontrolled grazing, etc. resulting in soil erosion and increase runoff in the area. Besides, farmers were
unaware of the seriousness of the problem, hence their lack of motivation and willingness to change
their traditional practices and adopt other alternatives and more sustainable cultivation and farming
practices. Lack of extension, demonstration and infrastructure facilities also contributed to low yield in
agriculture production.
Hence, the Project was initiated taking into consideration all the above problems and as per the
Common Guidelines for Watershed Development Projects (2008),
The Project was broadly carried out in three phases, namely:

 Preparatory Phase
 Watershed Works Phase
 Consolidation & Withdrawal Phase

The implementation of the Umtianglam Watershed project was facilitated and carried out by the

PIA(Project Implementing Agency) through the WDT(Watershed Development Team) with the active
involvement, leadership and participation of the Watershed Committee at the village level.
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CHAPTER 3.1: PREPARATORY PHASE

This Phase was carried out for 1 year during the first Year of starting of the Project. The major

objective of this phase is to build appropriate mechanisms for adoption of participatory approach and
empowerment of local institutions (WC, SHG, and UG). In this phase, the main activities included:
Base Line Survey

Participatory Rural Appraisal
GIS & Remote Sensing

Taking up Entry Point Activities

Development of Village level institutions
Preparation of DPR
Base Line Survey:

To establish a Bench Mark for assessing the impact of any intervention, a Baseline Survey was used.
The Baseline Survey included Household and Economic survey by using Structured and SemiStructured Questionnaire, and to assess the Status of Natural Resources in the Project Area, Bio-

Physical Survey was used. Baseline data and information obtained from various authentic sources of
Government and Semi-Government Institutions were incorporated in the course of preparation of
Detailed Project Report.

Participatory Rural Appraisal:

To further obtain information on the project Area, viz, the land, the people, their condition and
resources available, PRA exercise was conducted by the PIA during Pre-Project Period in order to
build appropriate mechanism for adoption of Participatory Approach and empowerment of Local
Institutions. Various PRA techniques was employed like Resource mapping, Social Mapping,

Seasonal Calendar, Venn Diagram, Matrix Ranking, Transect walk, etc, with active participation of

local Village Dorbars as well as Village Sub-Committees as a pre- requisite of DPR preparation
process. Activities to be taken up were also based on the local problems related to water, soil and
ecological status of the catchment, need based assessment of the people.

It was through these exercises that the Action Plan was evolved and the whole of the Detailed
Project Report (DPR) was mainly based through co-ordination with the local people .
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GIS & Remote Sensing:

To facilitate the Process of Prioritization and Planning, Geographical Information System and

Remote Sensing were used. The Land Use Land Cover (LULC) Maps were procured from North
Eastern space Application Centre (NESAC), using the LISS III Images (2006) and prepared at

National Institute of Rural Development (NIRD), Guwahati. The activities were located on the field
using GPS device and accordingly transferred to the maps on GIS platform.

PRA Exercise
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Entry Point Activities (EPA):

The EPAs were created based on the needs of the local community with the aim to establish

credibility of the Watershed Development Team (WDT) and create a rapport with the village
community as well as Community mobilization.

The following Works were taken up as EPAs under the Watershed in all seven villages:

Sl.no.
a.

Drinking Wells

c.

Footpath

b.
d.
e.
f.

Particulars

Washing Place

Physical

10

5

Farm Pond Cum Washing place
Washing Place Reservoir

Check Dam Cum Washing Place
Total

2
1
1
4

23
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A Glimpse of EPAs created

CHECK DAM CUM WASHING PLACE AT MAWLUM

FOOTPATH AT MAWKHLI

DRINKING WELL AT MAWKADE
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Development of Village level institutions:

During the Preparatory Phase, many Awareness Programs were organized on the concept of the

IWMP and its implementation at village level as well as for the formation and development of Village
level institutions such as Watershed Committees (WCs), Village Sub-Committees (SUB’s), Self-Help

Groups (SHGs) and User Groups (UGs). Various Capacity Building and Training exercises of different
stakeholders were also conducted on institutional and work related aspects.
Awareness programmes conducted at village level & watershed level
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WATERSHED COMMITTEE UMTIANGLAM IWMP – III

Watershed Committee: The Watershed Committee was constituted on 28 July, 2011 and registered
under the Registration of Societies Act 7 of 1990. The list of members is as follows:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Name

Shri. W. Sohlang
Shri. Shakbarness Nongsiej
Shri. Handar Marngar
Shri. Andarsis Lyngdoh
Shri. Kwing Lyngkhoi
Shri. Kwelshon Syiem
Shri. Grosfull Pariong
Shri. Stelin Nongphud
Shri. Plestar Marngar
Smt. Omtibary Marngar
Smt. Khremdaris Nongphud
Smt. Tinalin Nongphud
Smt. Komtinalin L. Nongum
Shri. Mola Dkhar

Village

Mawkade
Ramsiej
Mawlum
Mawthohbeh
Mawkhli
Myriaw
Nongjlak
Ramsiej
Nongjlak
Myriaw
Mawthohbeh
Mawkade
Mawlum
Mawkhli

Members of Umtianglam Watershed Committee

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
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Ramsiej Village Sub-Committee: The Village Sub-committee Ramsiej was constituted on 12 th
October, 2010. The list of members are as follows:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Tralin marwein
Shri. Shakbarness Nongsiej
Smt. Ebring Marngar
Smt. Blin Nongphud
Shri. Sran S.Syiem

Village

Ramsiej
Ramsiej
Ramsiej
Ramsiej
Ramsiej

Ramsiej Village Sub-committee

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
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Nongjlak Village Sub-Committee: The Village Sub-committee Nongjlak was constituted on 06th
October, 2010. The list of members are as follows:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Homres Wahlang
Smt. Tinalin Nongphud
Shri. Plestar Marngar
Shri. Grosful Pariong
Smt. Biona Marngar

Village

Nongjlak
Nongjlak
Nongjlak
Nongjlak
Nongjlak

Nongjlak Village Sub-committee

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
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Mawkade Village Sub-Committee: The Village Sub-committee Mawkade was constituted on 29 th
September, 2010. The list of members are as follows:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Homres Wahlang
Shri. Boswell Marwein
Shri. Khrat K.bani
Smt. Tilaris Nongphud
Smt. Kron Nongphud

Village

Mawkade
Mawkade
Mawkade
Mawkade
Mawkade

Mawkade Village Sub-committee

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
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Mawlum Village Sub-Committee: The Village Sub-committee Mawlum was constituted on 30th
September, 2010. The list of members are as follows:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Westly Wahlang
Shri. Tobarlan Lyngkhoi
Shri. Handar Marngar
Smt. Tlas Lyngkhoi
Smt. Komtina L. Nongum

Village

Mawlum
Mawlum
Mawlum
Mawlum
Mawlum

Mawlum Village Sub-committee

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
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Mawthohbeh Village Sub-Committee: The Village Sub-committee Mawthohbeh was constituted on
05th October, 2010. The list of members are as follows:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Budningstar Marngar
Shri. Bing Nongbri
Shri. Rek Wahlang
Smt. Kmen Marngar
Smt. Shelbida S.Syiem

Village

Mawthohbeh
Mawthohbeh
Mawthohbeh
Mawthohbeh
Mawthohbeh

Mawthohbeh Village Sub-Committee

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
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Myriaw Village Sub-Committee: The Village Sub-committee Myriaw was constituted on 04th October,
2010. The list of members are as follows:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Mikstar Marngar
Shri. Sekstar L. Nongum
Shri. Kwelshon S.Syiem
Smt. Shisha Wahlang
Smt. Baia Lawriniang

Village

Myriaw
Myriaw
Myriaw
Myriaw
Myriaw

Myriaw Village Sub-Committee

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
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Mawkhli Village Sub-Committee: The Village Sub-committee Mawkhli was constituted on 04th
October, 2010. The list of members are as follows:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Blestar Wahspeh
Shri. Kedwel Nongphud
Shri. Hamres Dkhar
Smt. Smola Dkhar
Smt. Kwen Wahspeh

Village

Mawkhli
Mawkhli
Mawkhli
Mawkhli
Mawkhli

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
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Self Help Groups: SHGs were constituted in the Watershed area with the help of WDT from amongst
the poor, small and marginal farmer households, landless/asset less and poor agricultural laborers,

women folks etc. These Groups are homogenous in nature having common identity and interest that are
dependent on the watershed area for their livelihood. About 21 numbers of SHGs were formed and

nurtured under the Watershed but most of the SHGs have dissolved and only 11 SHGs are still active at
present. The details of SHGs that are still active are:
Sl No

Name of Group
(SHGs)

Village

1

Sdang Thymmai

Nongjlak

3

Lamjingshaihun

Myriaw

2
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Lashai

Kiewshaphrang
Rahjingshai
Lawei

Tylli Ngin Ieng
Lawei

Ieng Ban Trei
Tyllilang

Shijingmut

Mawlum
Ramsiej

Mawthohbeh

No of

members

Male

Female

10

Nil

10

10

4

6

10
10

8

Nil

8

1

Mawlum

10

Nongjlak

11

Ramsiej

Nil
Nil

11

Mawkade

4

7

Mawkade
Myriaw

Composition of Group

8

2

6

10
7
9
8

Nil

10

2

9

2

7
6
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User Groups: These are homogeneous groups of persons most affected by each work/activity and

included those having land holdings within the Umtianglam Watershed area. Each User Group consisted
of members who derive direct benefits from a particular work or activity. The Watershed Committee

(WC) with the help of the WDT facilitated resource-use agreements among the User Groups based on
the principles of equity and sustainability. The User Groups are responsible for the operation and

maintenance of all the assets created under the project in close collaboration with the respective Village
Council. Most of the User Groups formed were mainly for EPAs.

Sl.no.

Name of UG

Village

1.

Umsaitsohphlang User Group

Myriaw

3.

Phudsohpein User Group

Nongjlak

2.

Mawshohdoh User Group

Myriaw

Composition of Group
Male

Female

Total No of
member

3

6

9 Nos

3
4

5

8 Nos

6

10 Nos
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Preparation of DPR:

DPR preparation is a crucial activity carried out during the Preparatory Phase which is to be

facilitated by the Project Implementing Agency (PIA) through the Watershed Development Team

(WDT) of Umtianglam Watershed. The DPR was prepared by the WDT for integrated development of

the Watershed area with active participation of the people through PRA Exercises. Hence, these
exercises were the strong foundation in the preparation of the DPR.

PRA Exercises: Participatory Rural Appraisal is a methodology adopted for using participatory
techniques to build rapport, elicit support, information and participation of the people in their own

development.This technique was adopted in Umtianglam Watershed as well during the preparation of

DPR for assessing group and community resources, identifying and prioritizing problems and appraising
strategies for solving them. During the PRA exercises, the PIA acts as the facilitator for encouraging the

village community to actively participate in identifying and prioritizing their problems, evaluates
options for solving the problem(s) and comes up with a Community Action Plan to address the concerns
that have been raised.

During PRA, a number of different tools are used to gather and analyze information.

These tools encourage participation, make it easier for people to express their views and help to
organize information in a way that makes it more useful and more accessible to the group that is

trying to analyze a given situation. They are intended to give a sense of what information can be
obtained by using different tools and how diverse issues can be looked at from multiple angles.
Some of the tools that were adopted were.
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 Social mapping

 Resource mapping
 Seasonal Calendar
 Wealth Ranking
 Time line

 Semi-structured Interviews

Mapping Exercises
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CHAPTER 3.2: WATERSHED WORKS PHASE

This Phase was carried out for a period of 3 years, i.e.; from the 2 nd up to the 4th Year of the Project

period. It included the following broad categories namely;
 Institutional Capacity Building & Training:

 Watershed Treatment/ Development Works
 Livelihood Activities

 Production System and Micro-enterprises
Institutional Capacity Building & Training: Capacity Building and different types of Training
Programmes for WC, SHGs, UGs, farmers, etc. were organized during this Phase to enhance and
promote their skills and workmanship. Capacity building support is a crucial component to achieve the
desired results from watershed development projects.

To systematically upgrade the skills of all the Stakeholders involved in the Watershed Project, A

wide array Training of Workshops, Exposure Trips, Exhibition, etc had been facilitated by the Project

Implementing Agency. Special attention had been focused to promote the Village Level institutions and
farmers in particular.

Training cum Exposure Visits
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Sl.n
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Training Programmes carried during Work Phase
Topic

P.R.A

32

P.R.A

Mawkhli

P.R.A
Awareness Programme

Awareness Programme on IWMP and Common
Guideline
Awareness Programme on IWMP and Common
Guideline
P.R.A

16

Exposure Trip Cum Training on Fish Rearing, Poultry,
Piggery Rabbit.

22

Nonjlak

Mawthohbeh

W.C Meeting cum Awareness Programme

21

1

P.R.A

14

20

19

Myriaw

Livestock Farming

19

Ramsiej

P.R.A

P.R.A

13

18

Duration
(Days)

Mawlum

Training on Institution & Capacity Building of PIA,
WDT and WC

17

No of
Trainees

P.R.A

12

15

Venue

Exposure Trip Cum Training.

Exposure Trip Cum Training.

Training on Principle, Role & Responsibilities, and
Fund Management of SHG
Concept Clarity, Leardership, Role and
Responsibility of SHGs

Sensitization Programme on the Concept Clarity of
SHG

Concept Clarity, Principle, and Fund Management of
SHGs
Concept Clarity, Advantages, and Disadvantage,

Mawkade

Nongjlak Dorbar Hall
S & WC Training Hall
Nongstoin

9

39
19
32
53

143

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

34

1

30

1

125

1

34

1

Vocational Training Centre
Kyrdum Kuai

11

5

Dorbar Hall, Myriaw
ICAR. Umiam

23
21

1

ICAR. Umiam

43

3

R.R.T.C. Umran

30

1

Dorbar Hall Nongjlak

40

2

L.P School Mawthohbeh

34

2

Myriaw

49

2

ICDS Hall Mawlum

31

2

Dorbar Hall Myriaw

47

2

S & WC Training Hall
Nongstoin

Nongjlak Dorbar Hall
S & WC Training Hall
Nongstoin

1
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Role & Responsibilities of SHG

23
24
25

Training on Principle, Role & Responsibilities, and
Fund Management of SHG

Govt. L.P School Mawkhli

28

2

Concept of SHGs

Mawlum

Dorbar Hall Nongjlak

54

1

Concept of SHGs

ICDS Hall Mawlum

Dorbar Hall Myriaw

57

3

WC Meeting cum Awareness Programme

Myriaw

WC Meeting cum Awareness Programme

26

Book Keeping of SHGs

28

WC Meeting cum Awareness Programme

30

Traning on Catering

R.R.T.C. Umran

WC Meeting cum Awareness Programme

Myriaw

27
29
31

49
49
49
7

3
3
1
1
6

R.R.T.C. Umran

12

Workshop on Construction and Desiltation of
C.Dam, W.H.S

S & WC Training Hall
Nongstoin

12

1

35

Capacity Building cum Awareness Programme

R.R.T.C. Umran
Myriaw

20

11

60

1

37

Training on Book Keeping, Finance and Account
Assistant of SHGs

Myriaw
Dorbar Hall Myriaw

53

1

Dorbar Hall Myriaw

1

39

Poultry and Piggery

S & WC Training Hall
Nongstoin

20
6

1

40

Apiculture and Bee Rearing

1

1

41

Training on Carpentry

S & WC Training Hall
Nongstoin
R.R.T.C. Umran
R.R.T.C. Umran

4

Dorbar Hall Myriaw

2

13

14

1

32
33
34
36

38

42

Training on Food Processing

Myriaw

55

Integrated Farming

Capacity Building cum Awareness Programme

Capacity Building cum Awareness Programme

Integrated Farming System

43

Capacity Building cum Awareness Programme

44

Exposure Trip

State Central Library
Shillong

45

Awareness Programme on Tree Planting for
Celebration of Independence Day

Myriaw P.H.C Myriaw

11

36

6
1

1

9

9

1

10

1
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46

Exposure Trip Cum Training on Food Safety and
Lisencing of Consummable Product of SHGs

47

Poly House (KVK)

48

Training Programme on Poultry Farming

49

Awareness Programme on Cleaning Drive of Swach
Bharat Pakhwada Campaign

50

PFMs and other related Works

51

Tree Plants around Watershed committee Office
Premised Cum Awareness Programme

52
53

Training Cum Awareness Programme on Rigde line
Area Treatment and Planting Activity
Community Organization Cum Book Keeping

Nongstoin Market Complex
Nongstoin

14

1

7

2

24

1

33

1

S & WC Training Hall
Nongstoin

6

1

Ramsiej, W.C. Office

9

1

Umtianglam W.C Office
Ramsiej

12

1

21

1

Horticulture Research
Center Shillong
S & WC Training Hall
Nongstoin

Nongjlak Dorbar Hall
Nongjlak

Dorbar Hall, Myriaw
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Skill Development Training for Livelihood promotion
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Watershed Treatment/ Development Works: Under this category, the works have further been

divided into Arable Land Treatment, Non-Arable Land Treatment and Drainage Line Treatment. The
Physical Achievements of work done are as below:
Sl.no
1
a
b
c
d
e
f
2
a
b
c
d
3
a
b
c
d
e
f

Physical Achievements of Watershed Treatment/ Development Works:

Watershed Treatment/ Development Works:
Arable Land Treatment
Contour Bunding(Ha)
Bench Terracing(Ha)
Agro-horticulture(Ha)
Improvement of existing Paddy Field(Ha)
Peripheral Bunding(Rm)
Crop Demonstration(unit)
Non- Arable Land Treatment
Afforestation(Ha)
Improvement of Degraded Forest(Ha)
Strip Plantation(Ha)
Agro- Forestry(Ha)
Drainage Line Treatment
Protection Walls(nos.)
Check Dams(nos.)
Water Harvesting Structures(nos.)
Small Dug Out Ponds(nos.)
Loose Boulder Check Dam(nos)
Run off Disposal Channel(Rm.)

Physical Achievement
58
59
89
98
27595.08
259
94
485
58
96
50
16
12
12
14
24230.813
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Present Status of Works:
Sl. Works
no.
1. Contour Bunds

Status
These are low cost structures of soil conservation that promotes

water retention and helps prevent soil erosion. They were mainly
constructed in the cultivated land on gentle slope other than

Paddy fields where the farmers planted different types of
vegetables. These bunds were constructed in a total area of about

58 Ha. With the construction of such bunds along the contour

lines, the loss of precious top soil in the cultivable land is greatly
reduced to a considerable extend which could be visible from the
2.

Terraces

better crop production as compared to earlier situation.

Terraces are cut and fill structures to level the land surface

constructed across steeper slopes to reduce runoff by allowing

infiltration of rainwater into the soil and prevent soil erosion.
Both dry and wet terraces were constructed. About 59 Ha of land
was brought under Terrace cultivation.

3.

Agro-Horticulture

Seedlings of fruit trees such as Black Cherry, Valencia, Pear,
Peach, and Plum etc. were provided to the Watershed area
through this Project in which the farmers grow in their fields

along with other food and vegetable crops, a technique known as

Agro-horticulture. The target was to bring about 89 Ha of land
under Agro-Horticulture. However, the survival rate of the
4.

Improvement of existing
Paddy Field

seedlings was only 50%.

Improvements of the paddy fields were done to increase the
productivity of the land. Around 98 Ha of Paddy fields were
improved.
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5.

Peripheral Bunds

When a farmer want to cultivate crops in a new area, some kind

of fencing is required on the periphery of the cultivated land to
prevent erosion of soil and to avoid cattle from damaging their

crops. One such Traditional Structures are the Peripheral Bunds
which are constructed from grass turfs. These are low cost

structures but have proven very effective to the farmers. More
than 27595.08 Rmt of such bunds were constructed along the
6.

Crop Demonstration

cultivable land of the Watershed.

Certain improved varieties seeds of vegetables such as Tomato,

Radish, Carrot, Beans, Cabbages, Cauliflower, Chilli, Pea,
Capsicum, Turnip, Coriander, Lettuce, Cucumber, Beet, etc were
introduced to the Watershed area which increase the yield of the
crops as well as brought additional income to the farmers.

7.

Afforestation

Afforestation was done on Wastelands and Barren Lands with

Tree Species such as Cryptomeria, Puma, Alnus nepalensis,

Michelia champaca, Petramelenses , etc. The rate of survival of
the seedlings was very poor due to many factors. Forest fires,

negligence and lack of care and interest of the people are some
of the major factors. As a result, the target of covering about 94
8.

Improvement of Degraded
Forests

Ha of forest land through this intervention could not be met.

Tree species such as Bucklandiapopulnea,Spondias, Schima

wallichi, Jungly Tyrphin, etc.were also planted in degraded forest
lands and community lands. In this case too, the rate of survival

of the seedlings was very poor. Hence, only about one third of
the 485 Ha target area under this activity could be achieved.
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9.

Strip Plantation

It was targeted to cover about 58 Ha area of land under this

intervention. Strip Plantation were done on roadsides, schools,
Health Centres, Cemeteries, Playgrounds, etc. with flowering

trees such as Delonixregia and Jacaranda mimosifoliaand others
such as Grevillearobusta, Bucklandiapopulnea, etc. Most of the
flowering species that were planted had a good survivability rate

except for those planted near the roadside due to lack of care and
10. Agro – forestry

11. Protection Walls

poor maintenance.

Puma, Michelia champaca, Crytomeria, etc. were planted in
Agro Forestry and about 96 Ha now the trees are in growing stage

About 50 nos. of these structures were constructed particularly to

protect loss of precious cultivated lands on stream banks from

being eroded away during heavy downpour. They are generally
stone masonry structures. They have proven to be very beneficial
to the farmers since a major portion of the land is protected from

the erosive force of rainwater. Most of these structures are still

intact though a few have been destroyed because of the strong
11. Check Dams

force of water flowing in the stream during heavy rains.

16nos. of Check Dams were constructed mainly to reduce runoff

velocity and for silt retention. In addition, they also act as Head
Water Dam for providing irrigation to the cultivated areas.

Hence, behave as multi-functional structures. They are either
masonry or concrete structures. The condition of these structures

is satisfactory but they require proper care and maintenance from
time to time to increase their longevity.
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12. Water Harvesting Structures

Their main purpose is for groundwater recharge but at the same
time serve as storage structures for irrigation and for fish farming
as well. All the 12 nos. of structures that were constructed are in

good condition and some of them have potential as tourist spots.
Hence, efforts are being made to instigate the people so as to

further improve and beautify them to obtain additional income
through tourism activities.
13. Small Dug Out Ponds

They are 12 in nos. usually aiming at providing irrigation water

to vegetable crops particularly during the dry periods between
rains. They are low cost and highly efficient structures and

enable the farmers to earn extra income. These are also in good
working condition and some have been further improved and
renovated by the beneficiaries themselves.

14. Run off Disposal Channels

More than 24230.813 Rmt. Of these structures are aimed at

diverting the excess surface runoff from one area for use or safe
disposal to other areas

to prevent flood damage, erosion, or

sedimentation damage. These structures have proven beneficial
to the farmers.

15

Loose Boulder Check Dam

14 Nos The advantages of loose boulder check dams in the area

are that materials are easily available locally near the site and the
structure is permeable to water flow thereby not only allowing

water percolation and infiltration into the soil by increasing the

time of concentration thereby improving the soil moisture
regime. The loose boulder check dams conserve considerable

amount of moisture besides erosion and siltation of streams had
been checked substantially.
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Livelihood Activities:

The various Livelihood activities taken up were aimed at improving the standards of living and

generation of income for the asset less people under the project. Before receiving any assistance, the

people were provided with the total training package for taking up such activities at various Training

Institutions within the State. Activities like Pisciculture, Apiculture, Piggery, Poultry, etc. have really
boosted up the people and they are encouraged to continue with these activities.

Different Livelihood Activities promoted under the Watershed

Tailoring unit at Myriaw

Vegetable Cultivation at Myriaw

m

Piggery Farming at Nongjlak

Crop Demonstration at Mawlum
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Production System & Microenterprises:

This included farm based activities to support the production system and microenterprises for

land owning households. This component aims to diversify and maximize the production and

productivity of agriculture system as a whole and targets the land holders with cascading benefits to
landless agriculture labor.

Different Activities Promoted under Production System & Micro-enterprises.

Grocery Shop of Tylli Ngin ieng SHG at Myriaw

Poultry Farming at Mawthohbeh

Distribution of food Processing at Myriaw &

Tailoring at myriaw

Nongjlak
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CHAPTER 3.3: CONSOLIDATION & WITHDRAWAL PHASE
In the Consolidation & Withdrawal Phase the resources augmented and economic plans

developed in Watershed Work Phase were made the foundation to create new nature-based, sustainable
livelihoods and raise productivity levels. The main objectives under this phase were:
Consolidation and completion of various works.

Building the capacity of the community based organizations to carry out the new agenda items
during post project period.

Sustainable management of (developed) natural resources and

Up-scaling of successful experiences regarding farm production systems/off-farm livelihoods.
Consolidation and completion of various works
i.

.

ii.

Preparation of project completion report with details about status of each intervention;
Documentation of successful experiences as well as lessons learnt for future use.
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Preparation of project completion report & Documentation of successful experiences
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Capacity Building of Community Based Organizations

The Community based Organizations such as Watershed Committee, Self Help Groups and User

Groups as well as other individual beneficiaries were motivated, sensitized and capacitated on the
Operation & Maintenance of assets created during Post Project period. Refreshers Training was
organized for the SHGs on Group management & Book-keeping.

Capacity building of User Groups

Capacity building of Watershed Committee

Capacity building of Self Help Groups
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Sustainable management of (developed) natural resources

The sustainability of some of the important assets and interventions created under the project

were improved during this Phase. These included:

 Repair, Maintenance and Renovation of some important Entry Point Activities (EPA) such as
Washing Place, Drinking Wells, Footpath, Conservation pond etc.

 Renovation of Head Water Dam & Water Tank at Myriaw
 Repairing of Water Harvesting structures at Mawkade Village.

Capacity Building of the Community Based Organizations & Farmers.

 Training and Formation of Village Organizations (VO’s) & Cluster Level Federations(CLF’s) to
sustain the SHG’s formed prior and during Project period and up scaling of Book Keeping
methods for both SHG’s & UG’s.

 Training of Farmer’s Skill Development in collaboration with MRB-RSETI, Nongstoin to

upgrade the skill of farmers residing in the project area and create employment opportunities for
the un-employed youth.

 Introduction of new Farming techniques like Mushroom Cultivation.
Up-scaling of successful experiences regarding farm production systems/off-farm livelihoods

 Horticultural activities and vegetable cultivation in particular being of great potential in the

Watershed area were promoted. Tomato cultivators were provided further financial assistance to
improve their activity.
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Name of Work
:
Village
:
Name of Beneficiary :
GPS Co-ordinates
:
At the beginning when

SUCESS STORY

Tailoring & Embroidery
Myriaw
Smt. Phylliewmynsiem Marngar
N 25°35'15.2" E 91°30'02.0"
Smt. Phylliewmynsiem Marngar first started her work as a tailor, her shop was

very small and congested; she had only one sewing machine. It was very difficult to serve the customers with just
one sewing machine and her income was less than 1500/- per month which in turn proved difficult to manage her
family and run the shop at the same time.

She was about to lose all hope, but few years ago when Umtianglam Watershed was implemented in her

area, she was fortunate to be amongst the beneficiaries who received one Embroidery Machine, under the head

“Production Systems & Micro Enterprises “. In total, at present, she is possessing one sewing machine and one
embroidery machine, and through this, her income has improved double to her previous earning.
Her details of Income and Expenditure in a year are given below:-

Expenditure

Electrical Charges

300/- per month x 12 months

Material requirement
Income

Gross Profit

1500/- x 12 months

18,000/-

3500/- x 12 months

42,000/-

Total

Profit
=

(Income – Expenditure)

=

Rs 20,400/-

=

3,600/-

Total

(42,000/- _ 21,600/-)

Tailoring & Embroidery

21,600/-

42,000/-
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SUCESS STORY

Name of Work

:

Protection Wall

Name of Beneficiary

:

Smt. Modaris Syiem

Village

GPS Co-ordinates

:

:

Myriaw

N 25°35’20.2” E 91°29’44.9”

Due to high intensity of rainfall and its long duration during monsoon season, soil erosion is one of the

major problems people in the area have been facing in the recent years. A considerable part of Arable Land is
being eroded annually during this period . The lack of intervention from the part of the people due to poverty

rather added to this hazard. The implementation of Integrated Watershed Management Programme (IWMP) has
been a huge blessing to the farmers under Umtianglam Watershed. One of the beneficiaries, Smt Modaris Syiem
is a testimony to this. During 2014-15, she was selected as one of the beneficiaries and received a financial

assistance of Rs 26,990/- to construct a protection wall in her eroded paddy field at Myriaw Village. After one
year of intervention, the impact was felt. The field is now stabilised and there is no more erosion and her yield has
started improving considerably.

Protection Wall
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Success story

Name of Work

:

Water Tank

Name of Beneficiary

:

Community, Myriaw

Village

GPS Co-ordinates

:

:

Myriaw

N 25°35’15.3”E 91°29’58.9”

The idea to construct the tank was based on the collective need of the villagers who faced water shortage

for domestic use. A proposal was sent by the Myriaw Village Sub-Committee to the Umtianglam Watershed
Committee and the same was approved in 2013. A total amount of Rs. 1,18,900/- was sanctioned for the purpose.

To realise this, a Head Dam was constructed at the water source1 km away from the spot, and water drawn,
utilising the force of gravity through G.I. Pipe. Since then, the asset has not only served the targeted beneficiaries,
but the market goers as well for public latrine situated nearby at Myriaw Market.

To augment the discharge of water flow and preserve the catchment area of the water source about 1 Ha

of the barren hill slope has been planted with tree saplings and the remaining 1.50 Ha Degraded Forest is being
restocked by vacancy filling of plants.

Check Dam (Water Source)

Water Tank
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Name of beneficiary
Village
Name of work
Location
Name of Project
Block

:
:
:
:
:
:

Success Story

Mawkade Multi-Purpose Society
Mawkade
WHS
Phudbir
Umtianglam Watershed, IWMP - III
Mawthadrishan Block

with the construction of this Water Harvesting Structure an area of about 3200 m², the cultivable
downstream and the area of 3 Ha (approx) Ha belonging to 9 Household, were brought under irrigation
where the farmers have now started to cultivate even those potion of their fields which were never utilised
before due to lack of water. Through this particular structure, the beneficiaries now have been able to grow
crop like pea, cabbage, tomato, carrot, etc, which has really a blessing for them to up life their economic
condition.
Secondly through the construction, it also encourage the beneficiaries for taking up picsiculture

development and up till now he has already kept 5000 Nos of fingerlings.

Water Harvesting Structure
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Success Story

Name of work
:
Poultry Farming
Village
:
Mawkade
Name of beneficiaries
:
Mawkade Multipurpose Co-operative Society
GPS Co-ordinate
:
Mawkade village under Mawthadraishan C&RD Block is about 35 kilometres from Nongstoin, the
District Headquarter. Most of the villagers depend on agriculture for their livelihood. Poultry sector
contributes substantially to rural employment. In 2016, the Mawkade Multipurpose Co-operative Society
received fund from Umtianglam Watershed, IWMP III, the sum of ` 117500/- to start a Poultry Farming. Their
objective in taking up this venture is to enable them to generate additional income among the members and
create employment for local youth in the area.
With regard to this activity, initially, a poultry shed was constructed and 500 nos. chicks were
purchased. To further raise the standard of their initiative, 3 members, were sent for Training held at AH&V
Farm, Nongsoin. At present, the Poultry Farm serves not only as a backbone for the society but also boasts as
a learning hub for the village farmers.

Poultry Farming at Mawkade
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CHAPTER 5: ANNEXURES
REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
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PROCEEDING REGISTER
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WATERSHED COMMITTEE ACCOUNT PASSBOOK
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PROJECT IMPLEMENT AGENCY ACCOUNT PASSBOOK
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WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT FUND ACCOUNT PASSBOOK

